PERTH’S DOG WHISPERER

KATHY KOPELLIS McLEOD the dog behaviour
aviour
consultant helps us understand our canine companions
anions

FROM CUDDLY PET
TO PREDATOR
Predatory behaviour is deep-rooted in dogs and prevention is the preferred option over
treatment because the risk of injury is potentially too high

D

OGS of all sizes and temperaments are predators and can
easily catch and kill smaller
animals. It’s important to be
aware of this when interacting with
our furry family members, because
knowing how they think and behave
in different situations will help us
pre-empt unpleasant encounters with
other dogs, animals and people.
A dog’s instinctive predatory behaviour stems from its biological need
to acquire food. Predation can be a
serious problem depending on how
ﬁxated the dog is on its “prey”.
Predation typically triggers a chase
response in your dog. This behaviour
can be quiet, covert and stealth-like,
so it can easily catch you by surprise
if you’re not paying close attention
to your dog’s surroundings and their
change in body language.
Some dogs triggered to chase can
demonstrate a great deal of control
once their prey item is caught and
release it unscathed, though rattled
to some degree, while others continue
the sequence by holding, shaking and
biting. The outcome can vary from
a frightening encounter to causing
serious injuries.

Predatory drift is the onset of predatory reﬂexes that stem from a social
interaction, as opposed to regular
predation. This occurs predictably
when a dog with a known predatory
predisposition is exposed to potential
triggers. Predatory drift can also occur
with dogs that have never demonstrated it before.
It is impossible to predict exactly
what will trigger predatory drift
in any specific individual, but the
following scenarios commonly
affect the majority of dogs:
❋ Size disparity (large chasing small),
things moving away at fast speed, highpitched squeaky noises and squealing
can attract attention of other dogs ,
which rapidly approach to investigate.
❋ If a smaller dog panics, yelps and/
or struggles mimicking a prey object
(rabbits, cats, various other animals),
the larger dog’s prey reflex is activated
causing the interaction to “drift” from
being social (play) to a predator/prey
dynamic.
❋ When two or more dogs get together
and engage in intense play and chase
until the dog being chased begins to

panic, struggle, yelp, etc.
Dogs have also been known
to attack injured dogs. The
instigators in this situation
are often two or more dogs
rather than one.
When dogs get together
their natural pack
mentality instincts
are heightened and
they are stimulated to
take chase.

While many of these interactions are harmless, predatory drift is
common enough that you must keep
a close eye on your dog and monitor
all of the dogs around it too. Never rest
on your laurels, even if your dog hasn’t
had an “incident” for a while, because
these behaviours are swift.
Predatory behaviour is deep-rooted
and cannot be changed in a reliable
manner. Prevention over treatment is
the preferred option because the risk
of injury is potentially too high.
Remember that the motive for predation is food acquisition and not feardriven, so offering your dog all the
treats they could dream of isn’t going
to stop them in their tracks if they

are highly focused on something or
someone.
If you have reason for concern, your
dog should always be supervised and
kept on lead or a long line. Even the
nicest, friendliest of dogs can be triggered to react, so be aware of this and
make your own decisions about what
level of risk you can live with.
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Visit www.kathysdogtraining.com.
au for further information about dog
behaviour and training and while
you’re there, sign up to receive some
free dog training tips.
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